S3745 A SILENT NIGHT (VIETNAM, 2004) [SHORT FILM]

Credits: director/writer, Andy Nguyen.
Cast: Aidan Nguyen, Bogdan Mustata, Kim Chuc, Van Tai Ngo.
Summary: Short (13 min.) war film set in Vietnam in Dec. 1972. On Christmas Eve in 1972, United States Air Force launched its largest air raid of the Vietnam War on Hanoi. Christmas lost its grace in the death and destruction from the endless bombing of Vietnamese homes. Past all the chaos and havoc of war, an innocent monk (Aidan Nguyen) who dwells in a peaceful sanctuary steps into a cold world full of hatred, deception, and death in order to break the cycle of killing and aid an American soldier (Mustata).

No known reviews though there are numerous film festival reports available via Google search. Information from the Internet Movie Database. Official web site viewed May 2006 is incomplete.
(http://www.andynguyenfilms.com/a_silent_night/downloads.html)
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